FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Wednesday, June 8, 2016

CONTACT:
Scott Robinson at (619) 533-4586 or sjrobinson@sandiego.gov

Traffic Alert: Lane Closures
Limit Traffic on Mission Gorge Road
LANES CLOSED DUE TO CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

San Diego – On Thursday, June 9, the City of San Diego will start closing two north bound and two south bound lanes adjacent to the median on Mission Gorge Road, redirecting traffic to a single lane in both directions. The barricades used to close the street lanes are anticipated to take two days to install, and will be located between Old Cliffs Road and Greenbrier Avenue, facilitating emergency work related to repair efforts for median segments that have unexpectedly settled.

Traffic will be prohibited and limited by the barriers blocking access to the impacted lanes. Once the traffic barriers are installed, investigation and repair efforts are scheduled to begin. City crews will determine why the street lane and median segments settled and then conduct restoration work. Construction hours will be from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. and will continue each day of the week until the emergency work is complete.

The public is advised to travel cautiously near the work area and to observe the lane closures and signage. Including additional time to daily commutes and using alternate routes is recommended.

###
The City of SAN DIEGO Public Works

Mission Gorge Road Settlement Emergency Repair Project

For questions about this project, call 619-533-4207 or email engineering@sandiego.gov.
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